News Release

BASF promotes the first Farm Network conference to discuss and exchange best practices for sustainable farming

- Expert conference shared practical insights for improving farming environments in Europe
- Partnership to be strengthened and become global by 2020

Limburgerhof, Germany – November 24, 2015 – Today, BASF gathered experts from six European countries to advance the knowledge of best farming practices and spread them across key stakeholder groups. The conference is part of the Farm Network’s activities, a partnership by BASF, to foster programs that balance farm production with the protection of the land and the environment for generations to come. By developing practical and locally adaptable measures for modern commercial farms, the Farm Network has helped growers to enhance diversity of species like birds and insects in their fields while managing water and soil use in a sustainable way.

“BASF is a strong supporter of partnerships like the Farm Network. Similar to chemistry, partnerships are about creating the right bonds to shape the future ahead”, explained Vincent Gros, Senior Vice President, BASF Crop Protection Europe, CIS, Central Asia, Africa and Middle East. The conference was attended by professional farmers, organizations for nature conservation, universities, BASF experts and other providers of farm innovations. “We gathered experts with different backgrounds to discuss a crucial challenge for
farmers and also society: How modern agriculture can contribute to a thriving environment”, explained Gros.

One example of a widely used measure promoted by the experts of the Farm Network is the planting of annual or perennial plants in the margins of fields to safeguard beneficial insects. The experts can give specific seeding and mowing recommendations that will ensure year-round flowering, all based on tailor-made analysis and local conditions. “These relevant results pushed us to a new target: Until 2020, we will grow the Farm Network from being European to become a global platform”, concluded Gros.

The conference took place in Bad Dürkheim, Germany, from November 23 to 24. At the event, participants from Czech Republic, France, Germany, Italy, Poland and the UK, exchanged the results of their studies and developed recommendations for biodiversity and resource protection in European farms. These measures include adjusting agronomic activities inside the fields, improving the off-field habitat quality and finding new ways to promote the adoption of best practices.

**More about the Farm Network, a partnership by BASF**

The Farm Network partners focus on enhancing biodiversity as well as responsible water and soil management in commercial agriculture. The Farm Network in Europe was founded in 2002 and includes farms in Belgium, Czech Republic, France, Germany, Italy, Poland, and UK. It is a group of 15 independent farms working for sustainable farming together with over 30 local experts: professional farmers, organizations for nature conservation, universities, BASF and further providers of farm innovations.

**About BASF’s Crop Protection division**

With sales of more than €5.4 billion in 2014, BASF’s Crop Protection division provides innovative solutions in crop protection, seed treatment and biological control as well as innovations to manage nutrients and plant stress. Its portfolio also includes products for turf and ornamental plants, pest control and public health. BASF Crop Protection is a leading innovator that partners with growers to protect and enhance crop yields, enabling them to produce high quality food more
efficiently. By delivering new technologies and know-how, BASF Crop Protection supports growers to make a better life for themselves, their families and communities. Further information can be found on the web at [www.agro.basf.com](http://www.agro.basf.com) or on our [social media channels](#).

**About BASF**

At BASF, we create chemistry – and have been doing so for 150 years. Our portfolio ranges from chemicals, plastics, performance products and crop protection products to oil and gas. As the world’s leading chemical company, we combine economic success with environmental protection and social responsibility. Through science and innovation, we enable our customers in nearly every industry to meet the current and future needs of society. Our products and solutions contribute to conserving resources, ensuring nutrition and improving quality of life. We have summed up this contribution in our corporate purpose: *We create chemistry for a sustainable future.* BASF had sales of over €74 billion in 2014 and around 113,000 employees as of the end of the year. BASF shares are traded on the stock exchanges in Frankfurt (BAS), London (BFA) and Zurich (AN). Further information on BASF is available on the Internet at [www.basf.com](http://www.basf.com).